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Abstract
 In-vehicle embedded electronic is the driving force of Automotive engineering innovation. Multiplexed
networks are a step in the rationalisation’s phase of functions and ecu, and we could already measure the
difficult and painful integration and testing process of those sub-systems and their associated software. A
new area is coming up with announced deployment of X-by-wire technologies which are going to remove
a significant number of mechanical parts. Thus, some vital functions are going to be fully managed by
ecu, software and electrical secured network such as TTP or FlexRay.
With these new technologies, automotive market is now entering the world of safety critical embedded
applications, joining there avionics and railways applications .And those transportation systems are
subject to a highly regulated certification process managed by independent authority. 
However, the automotive industry used to be assessed by independent authority such as UTAC and
EuroNCAP, whom are known for their integrity to deliver assessment of vehicle performances. If their
judgment could impact the vehicle’s fame, and brands opportunely use it in their advertisement campaign,
it is in any case a certificate to authorize the vehicle release. While successful process through DO178B
for avionics and EN 50128 for railways applications are mandatory prior to the release.
Behind the stamp, certification is mainly a process, deployed by the supplier with regards to OEM and to
the authority bodies (the Designated Engineering Representatives). In fact, these supervisors are checking
if objectives defined over the process are achieved in terms of planning development, requirements,
design, coding, testing and verification, configuration management and quality assurance. Besides
traceability of the software components, a very important focus is put in place on the testing phase and
coverage analysis. The testing phase is stringent, using advanced code coverage techniques such as
Multiple Condition/Decision Coverage.
Dependability is a key aspect for OEMs for a while, nevertheless most of the functional safety policy are
based on FMEA (failure mode and effect analysis) and default trees and other math methods to check
failures. Those methods are not reaching the expecting level for safety critical applications. Moreover,
these investigations are managed internally by suppliers or OEMs. The critical level reached by steer-by-
wire or brake-by-wire is a new challenge also for OEMs with regards to liability aspect. This could be the
main argument for an independent authority assessment and corresponding certification, superseding the
cost argument, which is always important in the automotive market. Recent rallying of TÜV houses to the
FlexRay consortium is an interesting sign.
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 Increasing demand for improvements in vehicle safety, performances, energy economy and low emissions
has led to a great complexity in vehicle electronics. X-by-wire systems deployment will push automotive
industry in the area of safety critical systems. Such as other industry, automotive community will have to
set up new standards for systems validation. Within those systems, the role of software is crucial and we
are going to explore in this paper the different solutions for OEMs and suppliers to insure quality of their
systems and vehicles and safety of their customers. Compared to industries also using such electronic
systems , a certification process would become mandatory .This analysis will cover potential solutions for
the process and technologies skills but also the economical impact as well as the impact on business
relationship between players of the industry.
The software crisis
 Increase of embedded electronics in vehicle bring new constraints known of all of us. Impacts are double.
From one side, in the development process where suppliers have to face the raise of software size, i.e.
engine control where the size of ROM is doubling every two years. Moreover, OEMs have to deal with
validation of the networked car and the multiplexed architecture with ecu provided by several suppliers.
This distributed architecture over the vehicle and the interaction between functions set up a real challenge
the test and validation of the overall vehicle network.. From the other side, OEMs are now measuring the
consequences of the lack of efficient validation process and skills with recalls due to software failures
which have very bad impact on the brand image. Two new trends strengthened those difficulties. The first
one is the integration of software functions provided by different suppliers for a single ecu. It seems that
we have reached the point where the number of ecu is stabilized when the number of functions is still
increasing, with more and more interactions, ie. avoidance collision system with ESP, ABS and engine
control. When a segment model owned twenty five ecus for two hundred functions, the next model will
keep those twenty five ecu but to manage six hundred functions. The other trend is the up-coming x-by-
wire technology which will supersede soon classical electro-mechanism and hydraulic system such as
brake and steer. Those new fault tolerant protocols, namely TTP/C and FlexRay, will  bring a new area in
automotive electronics, doesn’t matter which one will become The standard , even if nowadays, FlexRay
seems to have the lion’s share in its corner[1]. Level of redondancy and protocol validation are points not
yet clear that needs more investigation but one conclusion raised: with by-wire technologies, the car is
entering the world of safety critical systems.
Certification standards
 Such evolutions occurred some years ago in industry such as the avionic industry and the railways
industry. More recently, the electrical industry also engaged with same approaches. Dependability
methods were crucial to ensure safety of those systems. And it is now mandatory to certify safety critical
systems in those areas. Certification standards are now well established, applied and mastered into those
industries. Let’s remind that aircraft manufacturer deal with RTCA/DO-178B (Eurocae-ED12B) which
provides stringent guidelines for the production of software for airborne systems and equipment
certification [2]. Railways industry deals with EN 50128 “Railway Applications: Software for Railway
Control and Protection Systems”. 
A more generic standard applied to electrical and electronic equipment with IEC 61508, safety of
electrical/electronic/ programmable electronic (E/E/PE) safety-related systems. 
Those standards specify levels of safety performance for a safety function. The RCTA/DO-178B defined
five levels from E to A, the level A standing for catastrophic scenario. IEC 61508 defines 4 levels called
software integrity levels (SIL) from 1 to 4 [3].
Introduction
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 Let’s see in the figure 1 below what could be the categorization of systems into a car compared to an
aircraft. Note here that we have applied IEC 61508 to this scenario. Two main reasons: RTCA/DO-178B
is not applicable to automotive according to all of you who have looked at this consideration; IEC 61508
appears now in some OEMs request for quotation, although it mentioned IEC 61508 compliant  rules
rather then certification.
RTCA/DO-178B for Aircraft certification
Level
A
Level
B
Level
C
Level
D
Level
E
Flight controls system O     
Cockpit display & controls O     
Flight management system O     
Brakes anmd ground guidance syste  O    
Centralized alarms management   O   
Cabin managnt & Inboard communications system    O  
Centralized Maintenance system    O  
Entertainement system     O
IEC 61508 applying to the vehicle
SIL4 SIL3 SIL2 SIL1 na
Steer-by-wire O    
Dashboard    O  
Engine management system   O   
Navigation     O
Brake-by-wire O    
Body controler    O  
Diagnostic     O
Entertainement system     O
Fig 1: Aircraft / car certification level comparison.
A mature process
 At this point, we need to dig behind the wording of certification. In fact the standards are not prescriptive.
Guidelines are provided to reach objectives which should be fulfilled to get the certification stamp. These
guidelines are mainly oriented assessments and processes through hazard analysis, requirement
traceability, design, coding, review, test, validation, configuration management, quality assurance …A
generic overview is represented in figure 2. 
Depending of the certification level expected, the verification and validation phase is gradually stringent
until full coverage analysis through Multiple Condition/Decision Coverage analysis. Generally speaking, a
software hazard and operability analysis (HAZOP) and failure mode and effect analysis (FMEA) are
integrated in the process. 
Is the automotive industry far from this level of process for their software development? Absolutely not!
Let’s have a look on current methods and use. 
Due to market trends, mainly cost pressure and time to market, OEMs and suppliers have deployed formal
methods to reach an efficient teamwork. Requirements management tools and executable specification
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environment are in place for years to ensure early validation of design and requirement traceability
through the overall lifecycle. Assurance quality plans are deployed for a while and SPICE-ISO/IEC 15504
or CMMI appear now as the de facto-standard to still be alive in the business. Specific automotive
guidelines are also in use such as MISRA [4]. Dependability is crucial for OEM for years and lots of
efforts are put in place currently to improve software aspect of software, especially with regards to x-by-
wire technologies [5].
Preliminary risk analysis (PRA) and FMEA are mastered by systems architecture teams. On the other
hand, suppliers and OEMs have a huge expertise in unit test and integration test phases.
Fig. 2: V cycle and certification process
In vehicle testing approach are now superseded by simulation and if the testing process still need to be
improved, the automotive industry gets all the knowledge and background to formalize a certification
process.
Cost as the biggest threat
 So, why is the industry so reluctant to the certification concept? One response is the lifecycle model of
ecu. When a model year is released, lots of software updates are released for a single ecu . For a engine
control unit, new software versions occurs every 4 to 6 months. This approach is not compliant with
constraints of certification. From an other hand, today, OEMs have the full responsibility to release a car,
without the need to carry out assessment programs on the systems. Launch of new models are planned
months ahead, with well defined plant planning and marketing and advertising campaign, and it is the sole
decision of the carmaker to decide this date. OEMs may be upset to lose this autonomy. Finally, and
probably the main reason, is the cost aspect of certification. Certification process and cost of an Airbus
which cost fifty millions euros and will be produced for two hundred units is mandatory. What about
applying similar rules for a car which is twenty thousand euros for two hundred fifty thousand units? The
ratio is not so far. But nowadays, all OEMs are engaged in cost killing plan and each cents that could be
saved is saved.
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 Another aspect regarding certification is the certification authority. Integrity and worldwide recognition
are mandatory to gain the full acceptance of the industry, whatever it is. Figure 3 illustrates the
certification process in the aerospace industry in France.
Is this model applicable to automotive? In the role of EASA, an international organisation issued of the
automotive industry should take place. Such organisation already exists for other purpose in the industry
i.e. EuroNCAP. Automakers feel so concerned about results that they are using it for their advertising
campaign. Obviously, it’s too late now for the industry to create from scratch a automotive standard for
certification. It took twenty years to the aircraft industry to reach the point of skills where it is today, in
terms of processes as well as infrastructure. The automotive community needs to speed up to accept this
challenge. The solution currently planed is to adopt an existing standard.
Fig.3:  Aircraft certification process
According to the International Electro-technical Commission, IEC 61508 is a generic standard for which
industry specific derived version will appear. Should the automotive industry jump into this opportunity?
It seems that the commission is expecting so as shown in the figure 4, from their brochure. The other
aspect is the role played by the technical certification organisation whom actually runs the assessment.
Who could play this role? It seems that German TÜV houses are looking to the new business with
enthusiasm. What about other countries? UTAC for France? The sooner a picture of this process could be
available, the better it would be.
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.
Fig. 4: IEC 61508 Brochure illustration
Business relationship
 One main factor could speed up the process, the liability of OEMs. Once by-wire technologies will be
deployed, software failures are forbidden otherwise in case of severe injury, lawyers may become the
worst enemies of carmakers, with consequences on brand image and sales of sensational trials. The
business relationship between suppliers and OEMs will evolve as well. Today, when ecu failed it is
Tier1’s problem, and insurance are usually part of the procurement. With interaction between function and
distributed architecture, OEMs are going to take more responsibilities, as they will be responsible for the
all architecture behaviour. They will have to become more stringent as well with their suppliers. The good
news for suppliers: this change will emphasis the added value of software and there will be a turn in the
story where software will get its own value. 
Conclusion
  In this paper, we’ve describe the certification standards in use in some industry. We have analysed the
trends of the automotive industry and deducted that a certification process will be mandatory in a close
future. Some investigations have been done to list questions the automotive community should answer
shortly. We’ve concluded that there is no technical barrier for the industry to dig into a certification
process. Only political and business issues have to be solved in order to speed up a process which seems
irrevocable for us but still to be defined.
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